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Campus Faces Busy Schedule Next Week
With the Religious Emphasis Program, three important basketball
games, a community concert, and
numerous other campus activities,
GTC students face a busy schedule
for the next week.
Religious Emphasis Week provides
morning and evening services Monday through Friday next week with
special assembly programs at 10 a.
m. Wednesday and Friday.
The "Profs" face Belmont-Abbey,
the Quantico Marines, and Kentucky
Wesleyan in that order beginning with
the North Carolinians this Saturday
night. They meet the Marines Thursday night and the fabulous Kentucky
team next Saturday.
The social committee sponsors a

record dance in the old gym Saturday
night after the Belmont-Abbey game;
but next Saturday night, after the
Kentucky Wesleyan game, the GeorgeAnne joins with the English Club in
sponsoring a dance featuring the college combo.
Morning watch services will be held
in the dorm at 6:30 a. m. each morning next week and twilight services
are slated each evening at 6:15 in the
auditorium.
Elder Charles C. Corrin, pastor of
the Decatur Glademore Primitive Baptist Church, is the special Religious
Emphasis Week speaker for assembly
programs Wednesday and Friday.
The Rev. James H. McQuaig, a GTC
student, will be in charge of the twi-

light service Monday evening.
Elder Corrin will be available for
personal conferences- with students in
the guidance office Thursday from
9:30 to 11:30 a. m,
John McColum, noted young tenor,
appears for the first of the Statesboro
Community Concert programs of the
season in the auditorium Tuesday
night at 8:15. Students will be admitted on their identification cards.
The college will be host Wednesday
and Thursday next week to a special
study committee on art education. Miss
Freida Gernant and Miss Roxie Remley are both members of the committee. The group is studying art programs and results of the programs in
Georgia schools, elementary to college

level.
Not since the opening of fall quarter
has the campus schedule been so
crowded. And after the next week
there will be only a small respite until the Homecoming Weekend activities February 10-11. Highlights of that
weekend include the Beauty Revue,
the Homecoming Parade, and the
Mercer basketball game.
The "Professors" hope to continue
their successful season, but they face
tough tests on the home court. The
latest scuttle from the Fizz Ed boys
is that the Kentucky Wesleyan game
should be a real lu-lu.
With such a full week facing the
campus, the dean's office would like
to advise students not to overlook the
fact that classes will go on as usual.
wmmi
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GTC Art Department is Host
Next Week to Visiting Group
Georgia Teachers College is playing host to a
special study committee on Art Education in Georgia
on January 25-26. The committee is being sent out by
the Georgia Council on Teacher Education.
Composed of people from
many different phases of art
education throughout the state,
the committee includes a consultant from the State Department of Education, a county art
supervisor, and several instructors from different colleges and
universities in the state. Georgia Teachers College is being
represented on the committee by
Miss Freida Gernant and Miss
Roxie Remley, instructors in the
GTC art department.
The two-day study here at
GTC is part of a long range
program that is to include examination of the methods emplayed and results obtained
from art programs in the entire school system of Georgia,
from the elementary grades on
up through college.
The representatives will arrive Thursday evening and will
be guests of the college at the
basketball game between the
GTC Profs and the Quantico
Marines that night. They will
spend much of their time Friday observing classes in the
Marvin Pittman Laboratory
School, the industrial arts department, the nursery school,
and of course the art department. Some time will also be
spent
in ■ conference,
presumably to discuss the results
shown in the most recent
studies made.

FRESHMAN TESTS
New freshmen are being
given the opportunity to take
•the same tests given the
students who come in the
fall. These tests are free and
are used in consultation with
the student to help him plan
his college program. New
freshmen are urged to consult the bulletin board for
test schedules and to arrange
to take the tests during the
test time.

Freshmen Agree
Orientation Ok
The freshmen who took part
in our planned orientation program
were unanimous
in
agreement that the program is
well-worthwhile and should become a part of the GTC program for freshmen.
Constructive suggestions were
made as to how the program
could be strengthened next year.
The orientation faculty committee is now studying student
suggestions for improvement of
the orientation course.
Faculty member's who taught
the orientation sections volunteered their time for this important activity.

Men Now Hold
Upper Hand For
'Normal' Year
For the first time in the
"normal" history of Georgia
Teachers College, men students
out-number the women!
The latest and final enrollment figures released by the
office of Miss Viola Perry,
registrar, list 378 men and 368
women, for a total of 746.
Only during the post-war
years of 1946-50, described by
administrative
officials
as
"not normal" years years, were
there mere men than women
students at GTC.
The man-woman ratio has
gradually reversed itself in the
past five years. Last quarter,
for instance, there were 10 more
women than men, a situation
which is exactly reversed this
quarter'.

Here is the "improved" Georgia Teachers College Band which is I ooking forward to one of the most successful years in the school's
history. The 60-piece aggregation, under the direction of Dana M . King, will present a concert in Washington, Ga., Feb. 3, as part
of the Washington Community Concert series. This concert wi II feature Prof. Jack Broucek, piano soloist, with the band doing
"Rhapsody in Blue." The band gives a GTC assembly concert ear lier in February and will play this year at the GEA convention
March 15 in Atlanta. Next Friday the group plays during as sembly period at Statesboro High and will feature Don Flanders,
tympani soloist, in "Tympendium."

Webb Featured in Magazine
GTC's All American center, Chester Webb, will make the
national headlines Sunday, in a featured story in the Atlanta
Constitution-Journal Magazine.
Constitution Sports Editor Furman Bisher visited the
campus during fall quarter to gather this material for the
story. Sunday editionsyof the paper are expected to "go like
hot cakes" in Statesboro this week.
In announcing the forthcoming publication of the Webb
story, the Constitution earlier this Week said: "...Bisher
writes about one of the nation's top-ranking basketball
players. He's Chester Webb, of Elberton, who plays for GTC
... Webb didn't even expect to play first string when he went
to college and now he's Georgia's first basketball AilAmerican."

Twenty-one girls representing twenty-one campus clubs
will compete for the title of
"Miss GTC of 1956" in the
10 annual Beauty Revue February 10.
The production staff will be
composed of the following people in the positions named:
Bob Byrd, producer;
Lilli
Douberly,
stage
manager;
Mickie Webb, Stanley Brobston, and Martha Tinker, sets;
Jimmy Harper, advertising;
Shirley Scott, tickets; Merinda
Bar bee, scripts; Shirley Eunice,
programs;
Don
Haimovitz,
lighting; Mimi Saba, presentaIday through Thursday at 6:15 tion.
I p. nt; evening watch Monday
The theme for the revue
(through Thursday at a time to
jbe set by the individual dormi- will be "pearls of the Sea."
There will be three acts with
tories.
Rev. James H. McQuaig, a background music rendered
GTC student, will be in charge by Jack Broucek, associate
of the twilight service on Mon- professor of music, at the
day. The Tuesday service will organ. The combo will probe a special song service. Elder vide intermission music.
Charles C. Carrin will speak at
The girls competing, in order
the services on Wednesday and of appearance in the first act,
Thursday.
are as follows: Dahlia Evans,
The dormitory services will representing the English Club
be under the supervision of the escorted by Herbert Houston:
following persons:
Shirley Rountree, Alpha Psi
Omega, Tab Smith; Ann Cason,
Alpha Rho Tau, James Brannen; Cathy Holt, Music Educators Club, Hey ward Gnann;
Martha Tinker, Vet Club, Bob
Byrd; Mickey Webb, FBLA,
Windell Marsh; Mary Tippins,
Science Club, Bud Denham.
Joan Hurst, German Club,
tion for all homecoming guests "Bee" Carroll; Carolyn Pierce,
will be held in East Hall with Kappa Delta Pi, Ric Mandes;
Kappa Delta Pi in charge. After Sis Heys, Home Economics
the ball game, the Student Club, Emory Clements; Sara
Council is sponsoring a dance Cunnard, Dance Band, James
in the old gym with music pro- Jones! Pat Fletcher, Concert
vided by the "Professors." This Band, Jimmy Myers; Angel
dance is for everyone on cam- Sauls, Phi Mu Alpha, Leonard
pus; old grads, guests, and the Lokey.
present student body.
Sandra Hanson, Press Club,
Dr. Georgia B. Watson, editor Skeeter Griffin; Lilli Douberly,
of the ALUMNI JOURNAL, re- Association of Childhood Eduminds all clubs to get their cation, Jeff Davis; Virginia
registrations for floats in be- Sikes, Phi Beta Lambda, Felton
fore the deadline which is Jan. Young; Anne Kennedy, Sanford
28. So far, six floats have been Hall, Billy Jackson; Mary
entered.
Henderson,
Masquers,
Billy
Come on, everybody, let's not Hbbbs; Joyce Kirkland, French
get left behind. Let's really go Club, Wallis DeWitt; Nancy
ail out to
"GET THAT Mcintosh, Future Teachers of
MERCER BEAR."
America.

Social Committee GTC Observes Religious Week
Final plans for Religious
Emphasis Week were announced this week. A schedule
Five new members were ap- of services has been set up for
pointed to the social committee the student body and for the
replacing old members who are individual dormitories.
off campus in a meeting of the
The schedule is as follows:
Student Council Monday night..
Morning watch each morning
Rick Mandes, freshman representative to the Student Coun- Monday through Friday at 6:30
cil was named co-chairman of a. m. rotating among the
the social committee, and Nini- dormitories in the following
vois Croft, Jeff Davis, Ellen order: Lewis, Sanford, West,
Blizzard, and Billie Kinchen Cone, and East; assembly, Wedwere appointed as general com- nesday and Friday at the usual
mittee members.
assembly period; twilight, Mon-

Names Members

Campus Qroups Qo "All Out
In Homecoming Preparations
Bears riding to the moon on
a rocket. Bears in the hospital.
Bears everywhere. What does
it mean? Well, don't be
alarmed for it is only the GTC
students getting ready for
Homecoming.
The Alumni Association has
gone all out to make this the
best homecoming ever by
making all sorts of changes.
The most important one being
in the form of awards for the
best float and dormitory display. Instead of giving cash,
this year, for the first tune,
gold loving cups will be
awarded. When these cups have
been won twice by the same
group, that group will be entitled to keep the cup. As in the

.««»*

past, $5 will be given to each
float that is entered in the
parade to aid in defraying the
cost of building.
Another big change this year
will be in the bands. Along
with our own college band and
the high school band of Statesboro will be the Jeff Davis
High School band of Hazelhurst.
The program planned for
Saturday includes, among all
else, the general meeting of the
Alumnae which will be held at
1 o'clock. This year the board
will elect a replacement for
Queen E. Collins, outgoing
secretary-treasurer. Seniors of
1955-56 are cordially invited to
attend this meeting. Registra-

Beauty Revue Contestants
Chosen By Organizations
Concert Series
Features Tenor
John McColum
John McColum, nationallyknown tenor, will be presented
in concert Tuesday night at
8:15 in McCroan Auditorium by
the
Statesboro
Community
Concert Association.
He takes the stage in the
first program of the season by
the association and is a lastminute replacement for Wesley
Dalton who had previously been
scheduled to fill the first date.
A recurrent wartime back injury forced the cancellation of
Mr. Dalton's tour.
Mr. McColum has appeared as
soloist with the NBC Symphony
and the New York Philharmonic. He also has been on
Town Hall and such popular
programs as the Firestone
Hour. The young tenor recently
won the American Theater
Wing Award.
Students will be admitted on
their ID cards.

Baptist is Top
Student Choice
GTC students are Baptist by
an overwhelming majority, according to a survey made this
week
by
Miss
Kirbylene
Stephens, secretary to President Henderson.
Checking the student applications for admissions, filed in
the Dean's office, she compiled
the following list of "preferences'* indicated by students:
Baptist, 364; Methodist, 223;
Primitive Baptist, 35; Presbyterian, 25; Episcopal, 18; Catholic, nine; Christian, six; Lutheran, 6; Church of God, three;
Church of Christ, two; and
Jewish, one. One person listed
his preference as Salvation
Army, and 42 said they had no
preference.

Religious Emphasis Wee k
Begnning Monday, and continuing
through next week, Religious Emphasis Week will be observed on
campus. This observance will be accomplished through Morning Watch

Race Menu—-Ugh!
It's disgusting!
Every page of the current issues of
all state newspapers has at least one
store (and sometimes more) beginning: Attorney General Eugene
Cook states . . . . " or, the president of
the NAACP retaliated with
; or,
Governor Griffin states that no
Negroes . . .. ; the list of statements
is inexhaustible.
The "Battle of the Races," offensively led by such champions as the
aforesaid Messrs. Cook and Griffin,
and ably supported by Roy Harris and
former Governor Talmadge, has obtained a prominence almost approaching a monopoly in state news.
Now, it is understood that any true
blooded, aristocratic Southerner has
a special place reserved in a prominent
part of his mind for this subject; but
newspaper reports on the subject have
almost reached the point of recurring
themes written on a monotonous
scale.
If our state leaders want to completely occupy themselves in warding
off an infringement on their egoes,
that's all right; they are only elected
officials sworn to supervise the state's
affairs to the best of their abilities.
But when the public servants like
newspapers charge citizens five cents
a copy for their services and then unbiddingly" and regularly cram our
state champions' opinions down our
throats, something needs to be done.
The segregation issue, surpassing
even Princess Margaret and Grace
Kelly, has been commercialized too
long, and at least some Georgians
have become satieted to the point of
headiness on the Race Menu.

Exit MargaretEnter Grace . . .
A couple of months ago Princess
Margaret was dominating the international "boudoir" scene with her now
almost forgotten-romance with commoner Capt. Peter Townsend. After
her momentous decision to drop Peter,
things have gotten kind of dull.
But the situation Was not to remain
that way for long.
Another slam - bang commoner
royalty romance is in the spotlight.
It's Prince Rainier of Monocco and
Grace Kelly, the golden haired girl of
Hollywood. This one offers to be a
hum-dinger with plenty of fireworks
and a happy ending.
Unlike the romance of Margaret,
this one will have the sanction of both
the church and state. As a matter of
fact, everyone in the small (population 5)000) state of Monoco from the
first minister down thru the Parish
Priest to the last citizen would like to
see the Prince married as soon as possible.
The reason is very obvious; if he
dies without an heir the citizens of
Monoco will become a provnice of
France and will be subject to French
taxes. At the present the citizens of
Monoco do not pay personal income,
taxes.
With both the approval of Miss
Kelly's family and the state of
Monoco, the proposed marriage should
come off without any trouble.
We sincerely hope it does, because
if it doesn't there is going to be an
awful lot of disappointed Hollywood
press agents.
services held in the dormitories,
special assembly meetings, and Twi-

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

by Dick B'hter

light Services held each evening.
These programs wll be held for the
purpose of reviving religious awareness in the minds and hearts of college
students. All too often, college students, upon leaving home, fail to take
ah active interest in the religious
aspect of their life; next week's activities are aimed at reminding students of their spirtual needs and
duties.
For this program to be a success,
each student must pledge himself to
enter into the activities with an open
mind and heart, determined to reap
benefit from his endeavors.
With this in mind, the editors of
THE GEORGE-ANNE urge all students to attend these special services
and make next week, truly, a week of
emphasis on religion — an emphasis
that will not wane and die with the
passing of time.

Jarring Jack . . .

By ELLEN BLIZZARD

All of us who attended the
FSU game Saturday night
were shocked, to say the least,
at the little incident second
half. Not quite sure what my
own reaction was to the disagreement between the Seminole
and the referee, I have inquired
of a number of other people
what their opinion was. Reactions of those who were asked
are as follows:
Harriet Woodard—I was a
little flabergasted, to say the
least, at what happened and I
hope it doesnt' ever occur again
because of the talk that will
result at other colleges and
places about what happened on
the GTC basketball court.

"THIS IS A POOR CLASS TO TAKE FIRST PERIOD-SO NOISV YA CANT SLFFP."

By BRITT FAYSSOUX

And in this corner it's Jarring Jack
the giant killer, that 230 pound pugnacious pugilist (disquised as a
basketball referee) from Atlanta, Ga.
In the other corner we have the FSU
Seminoles.
The scene is the mammoth new
Georgia Teachers gym. Jarring Jack is
no stranger here. He's fought many
a ferocious battle and the fans love
him. There is no doubt about it, Jarring Jack is a real crowd pleaser. Not
too pretty to look at, but then how
many battle scarred veterans of this
manly art are.
Jack has a special score to settle
tonight. The last time he tangled with
the seminoles they brought along a
handy supply of Coke bottles. This
was way back when Jack was only a
tad, but he hasn't forgotten it. He's
looking extra ferocious tonight. You
can tell there is going to be some
real fireworks. Things move along
slowly at first, and then, bang. Jack,
ever so lightly, shoves one of the
Seminoles. That does it. The Seminole
turns around swinging. This is all
Jack has been waiting for. Jack is
after him with both fists flying. The
fans howl with glee. But alas, three
other Seminoles rush to the rescue
and partially halt Jack. Now J. I.
Clements, the =official referee of this
bout rushes out and it is all over. It
was a good battle while it lasted.
The victory is all Jack's. He didn't
actually scalp any Seminoles, but he
sure did throw a scare into one of
them.
It's after the contest and Jack is
resting in his dressing room. "Why
did you go after that man like you
did, Jack?" Jack replies, "I have me
reputation to uphold, don't I. Some
people say I slugged dat bum, but it
ain't so. If I had, he wouldn't never
got up."
Yeah, ole Jack sure is tough. There
will be another contest coming up
soon. You can bet Jack will be there.
We are looking forward to it. Who
knows, Jack may really get to his man
next time.
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OSBBEBB

Inquiring
Reporter

mAIL BAG
Editor
GEORGE-ANNE
Dear Sir:
In last week's issue of the
GEORGE-ANNE there was an
editorial about the proposed
signs down on 301. Since the
Industrial Arts Club was the
only name mentioned, it implied
to me and other students that
the IA Club is the main reason
for the project not being completed.
As I understood it, the sign
contest was sponsored by the
IA Club for the purpose of
securing ideas for these signs
and not necessarily one idea
for the finished project. A sign
cSmmittee was supposed to
have been selected from the
faculty to compile ideas and
data for the signs such as building materials, lettering, specifications ,etc. This was nearly a
year ago and the IA Club has
been waiting for this necessary
data to complete these two
signs.
Here's hoping
that
the
GEORGE-ANNE'S editorial and
this letter will start some
brains and bodys to moving: so
this worthwhile project will be
completed for the campus of
GTC.
Respectfully yours,
Edward A. Abercrombie
Dear Editor:
The many socialistic trends
of modern society seem to be
enveloping us with a furio"us
and
full-throated
capacity.
These trends have disgusted to
such a degree that it is indeed
a pleasure and joy to see some
good old honest-to-goodness free
enterprise such as the PE department displays with such
abandon.
I ask you, have you ever seen
ole' enterprise interpreted as
well in the name of Strict
Construction of Free Enterprise
as the PE department's practice of spreading three Cokes
over five cups and charging
10 cents for each?
I truly wish to take this opportunity tp thank said department from the depths of my
ever grateful heart for rejuvenating my faith in the
good-going American system of
economics my great-grandfathers knew and worshiped.
To charge moderate prices is
indeed Marxism to its heart and
origin and this we must prevent at any COST.
Sincerely,
A Questioning Student
(Name on File)
GEORGE-ANNE
Dear Sir:
I would like to offer a suggestion through the GEORGEANNE to the Student Council.
Next fall when it comes time
for the Student Council to set

up plans for the freshmen
orientation classes, I think that
it would be a good idea if they
had a few classes on "How to
properly chew gum."
Emily Post's Book of Etiquette states that it is very improper to chew gum in public.
It isn't that I don't like to see
girls chewing gum but do they
have to make so darn much
noise. Some girls sound like
the Fourth of July when all
32 molars get warmed up.
t

This is not just for the freshmen but I don't see how those
upperclassmen can be cured.
Let's work on those that still
have a chance to be saved.
Name on File

Paul Carr—From where I
was sitting, I couldn't see what
was happening too well and so
I do not really know who was
at fault. I have heard two entirely different sides of the
story, but still under no circumstances should a referee display a show of temper in a
competition where he is supposed to be an unbiased judge.
* *

♦

Carolyn Pierce—I certainly
do not think it was good advertising for the college, but
from where I was sitting, I
could not see how it could have
been prevented at that time.
I do not think the referee should
have pursued the matter, but
I feel that he was justified in
defending himself. I was ratheramused at all the fans standing
around to see what was going
to happen rather than rushing
out the door as usual after the
game. However, I think this
was perfectly natural for
several reasons. One is the
closeness of the ball game. Another was the tenseness of the
crowd because of what had already happened. Another was
the usual crowd reaction to an
unusual event. I just hope it
does not happen again.

* * *

Dear Editor:
There's just never anything
to do on this campus, is there ?
Everybody says there is supposed to be planned activity
every weekend, but I haven't
noticed any lately.
'Course, there was the basketball game with FSU Saturday
night, but who wants to sit up
and watch our boys slaughter
the other team? A dance afterwards, but there was no orchestra to speak of. A dance
is never a dance without an
orchestra
like—maybe
Les
Elgart.
Then on some Fridays there
were films on campus. I didn't
get to see the picture when it
was in town, but who wants to
look at some Academy Awardwinning star replay an old role.
And during the week! The
bulletin sent to prospective students spoke of the many different organizations you could
join, but I haven't noticed any
spectacular ones.
I'll admit there's a choir and
band, but I must have gotten
left out along the line somewhere. I just never got around
to trying out for them.
Then, for those who write,
there is the GEORGE-ANNE,
which is being put out by the
student body. I tried that one
week, but they expect you to
write a story at least once a
month, and I don't get in the
mood that often.
There are some religious organizations on campus, too, but
since I'm going home every
weekend anyway, I won't have
time to get into any of these.
So you see, there isn't anything for me to do except meet
classes and study. And what
kind of college life is that?
—A Disgusted Freshman

Fiqk Tolio Epidemical
MARCH OF DIMES,
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Ted Woods—I think the official should keep a cool head
at all times during a ball game
and to stop unnecessary roughness and to put the playei-s out
of the game, not knock them
put.
* * *
Mary Tippins—I think that
the referee in his position and
with his experience, should not
have let his temper flare. I
think the crowd reaction was
good, particularly in the student section and for something
of that type to happen,

* * *

Ric Mandes: I think it happened so quickly that people
should not judge as to who
was at fault. No matter how
clean the slate is towards
sportsmanship, the inevitable
sometimes happens.
Joan Lindsey—It just scared
me, that is all I know.

* * *

Clarence Miller—I feel that
the incident was unrevoked by
the referee and entirely the
fault of the FSU student. I
think any disciplinary action
taken should be against the
FSU student if any is taken. I
think that any man when
struck by another should have
the privilege of striking back.
I think any incident as such as
this is bad for the game of
basketball.

George - Anne
Objectives
Student Union
Graduate Program
New Girl's Dormitory
Rejuvenate Administration Building
More Telephones
Name the Streets
Name the Gym
New Front Gate Sign

Students Enjoy

I

I

Years of research by Georgia Teachers' psych department has shown that every campus group is
plagued with its own superstitions and popular beliefs.
The freshman class—an unusual bit of collegiate
life—is no exception. It has been indisputably proven
that every freshman at Georgia Teachers is firmly
convinced:
That college life is not as simple as explained in
the student handbook.
That there is basically very little difference between a freshman and a senior.
That basketball really matters.
That anybody can make the Dean's List if he
studies at all.
That GTC's basketball team could beat Georgia
anytime.
That Georgia grade and high school teachers are
paid with eggs, potatoes, and grits instead of money.
That the Statesboro police harbor a deep hatred
for all GTC students.
That any student who flunks out at GTC can get
in Brewton Parker.
That if you don't pay your bills within 10 days
your connection with the college will be severed.
That there are at least three student suicides each
year which are suppressed by the college authorites.
That the opposite sex is keen.
That upstairs southeast in the Ad Building is the
southeastern headquarters for the Communist party.
That GTC's basketball team could beat Tech any
time.
That students in the English department seldom
see daylight.
That veterans on campus are made of money.
That the GTC library is located somewhere back
of the lab school.
That the Who's Who list is chosen by Mose Bass.
That the juniors talk only to seniors, and the
seniors talk only to God.
That Tennessee Ernie is smarter than any three
college presidents.
That one could starve to death waiting for service
at the Grill.
That the State Theater's movies are shot on location at Dover.
That everybody except me is on scholarship.
That most college men are "smooth."
That GTC coeds are basically women.
That all the English profs are frustrated novelists.
That all beauty contests are either fixed or
crooked.
That the Chemistry curve is slightly warped.
That the GEORGE-ANNE editorials dictate the
policy of the university.
That GTC's basketball team could probably beat
Kentucky.
That all PE majors are on a double scholarship.
That although an occasional student flunks out of
school, life must go on.
That the Masquers split up the play profits and
hold mad parties.
That gaining social poise is far more important
than storing away vast reservoirs of knowledge.
—-Third Year Freshman

Quarter They
Practice Teach
By ELLEN BRANDON
George-Anne Feature Editor

FRANCES BELLE McGIRT,
a junior elementary education
major, has been chosen to
represent GTC's
Elementary
Educaation Club at the annual
National Elementary Education
Conference in Washington, D.
C, in April.

College Library
Has Received
Set of Books
The Georgia Teachers College library has been selected
to receive one of the 1,600 sets
of Great Books of the Western
World being distributed by a
grant from the Old Dominion
Foundation.
The
recipients/
were chosen by a selection
committee of the American Library Association. There were
approximately 30,000 applications for the sets _ from all over
the United States.
The set contains 54 volumes
encompassing 443 works by 74
authors : . . spanning
Western
thought from Homer and the
Bible to the 20 Century. The
set contains whole works, not
excerpts, and for 21 of the 74
authors, ALL their works. It
represents the only publication
in English, or the only edition
aside from rare or expensive1
printings, or key works by
Aristotle, Hippocrates, Galen,
and many another such wellknown philosopher. It comprises an "idea index" through
which it is possible to trace 102
fundamental
"Great
Ideas"
and their subordinate topics
through all the writings in the
set.

FBLA Begins

GTC Welcomes Cuban

Campaign For

By JOYCE KIRKLAND,

New Members
At the first meeting of the
FBLA Club for the winter quarter a membership drive was discussed and plans definitely settled as to how members could
be gained. Two teams were set
up headed by Joel Cooper and
Aubrey Lee to compete against
each other for the number of
new members each could gain.
The goal to be reached is the
winning side goes to the FBLA
Valentine Party which will be
planned and carried out by the
losing side.
Discussion was held as to
idea of adopting a leadership
degree to be presented to outstanding members of the club.
The method for choosing members eligible for the degree is
as follows: Letters will be written by anyone in the club who
would like to see another member receive the degree stating
why that member should be so
honored.
A committee composed of Mr.
Homick, Miss Martin, and Bob
Fuqua will judge these letters.
This degree was made retroactive to those members belonging fall quarter, but not with
the club now for varying reasons.
Convention Date

The date for the FBLA State
Convention was decided upon by
the club;, April 6 and 7. The
convention was discussed at
length with the chairmen giving reports.
Suggestions were called for
as to the theme to be used
for the club's scrapbook.

"Why I came here?
To
visit my mother!" The above
statement was made by the only
foreign student on the GTC
campus shortly after he began
his studies here at the beginning of the winter quarter.
y Armando Hernandez, whose
mother has been teaching Spanish in Statesboro High School
for a year, and whose younger
s,ister is a student in the Sallie
Zetterower School, came to
Statesboro from Havana, Cuba,
during the Christmas holidays
of 1955. Armando decided to
enter Georgia Teachers College
as an engineering student in
his sophomore year, since
courses at Georgia Tech had
already begun.
Converted from the Catholic
belief while in high school at
Candler College, Armando likes
being a Methodist. He says it's
a less inhibiting life.
Engineering Student

He attended the University of
Havana—where he studied engineering for two years. Then
he decided to visit his mother
in the United - States. Unforeseen results of his visit find
him neckdeep in math, physics,
and speech.

Fishing for the "aguja" must
undoubtedly be the favorite
pastime of the Cubans, or so
I gathered from my talk with
said representive. This must be
a form of sailfish, though it
would require an expert to recognize it from Armando's description. However, squash is the
name of one of the most popular of the games played in
Havana.
Armando
himself
prefers
baseball.
When asked what special talents he had, he said, "None!"
But, as the saying goes, "Time
will tell' if he is telling the
truth.
Loves His Home
Armando studied the English
language while he was attending high school, but he used
it practically only once on a
trip to Jamaica. Hence he has
forgotten much of it. But to
hear him speak of his island,
even in his broken English,
makes one realize how much
he loves it.
Althougn we can never make
him feel "at home" here, let's
give him a reason for staying
at GTC.

GET FREE 5x7 ENLARGEMENT
WITH ORDER FOR

.

One. of the most important
features
of
an
education
major's senior year at Georgia Teachers College is the
quarter they spend practice
teaching. The seniors first ob*
serve actual classroom methods
and then later take over the
teaching
themselves.
This
quarter there are 41 of them
practice teaching both on and'
off campus.
This week THE GEORGEANNE interviewed four seniors
who had their quarter of pracJ
tice teaching last fall. We
found out that most of them
liked it very well and felt it!
taught them some valuable
lessons. Marilyn Kent from
Glenwood, who taught six home
economic classes at Statesboro
High School, said she really
enjoyed it. Her only criticism
was that there were too many
faculty meetings. She also said
the equipment in the department needed improvement.
Abrupt Change

Tab Smith from Daisy taught
English at the Marvin Pittman
High School. He thinks that
"Practice teaching is a culmination of all your college experiences." His only dislike
about it was the abrupt change
made from student to teacher."
Jewel Hart, from Statesboro,
who taught home economics at
Screven County High School in
Sylvania, also enjoyed her
practice teaching very much.
She said she liked being with
the students, the set-up of the
school and all the teachers
especially. Her only dislike was
being the only girl there practice teaching. Her only sug-:
gestion for improvement was
that the practice teacher should
spend more time taking part in
the activities of the school as
a whole rather than just those
in their special field.

Survey Reveals
Study Habits As
Biggest Problem
A majority of freshman students think that their adjustment to college has been a successful one, and most of these
attribute their adjustment to
the help of a fellow student,
possibly a roommate or a
sweetheart. The rural students
find it harder to adjust to college life than to city students.
This information was obtained in an adjustment survey
of the freshmen attending GTC
this year by Gene Meadows in
a social science course. Only
80 per cent of the freshmen
took the test, but most of the
results can be applied to the
whole class. Of 190 freshmen
who answered the questions, 113
were females and 77 were
males. The median age of the
group was slightly above 19
since there were quite a few
veterans listed.
Problems listed by freshmen
as hardest to surmount include
study habits (bad), relations
with the opposite sex, and

Art Classes Contribute
To Beauty Of Campus
By JO ANN PARKER

The Georgia Teachers College
art classes seem to keep a perpetual paint brush handy to
splash beauty on our campus
and community. Although afforded little of the fanfare given
other departments for special
services, the art classes are
"omnipresent" both directly and
indirectly throughout the college.
Unlike most classes, the art
students waste little time in
putting their knowledge to use
as they learn it. The most apparent examples are the number of eye-catching posters on
display at various times. Posters are usually done in class
at the request of any department or organization needing
them. The only requirement is
that they must fit in with something being studied at the time.
Miss Frieda Gernant and Miss
Roxie Remley, GTC's two art
instructors, point out that the
classes are not "service classes,"
but are designed primarily to
teach students new things about
art. Much time is devoted to
the study of how to create
good art in everything from
lettering to making an artistic
room arrangement, depending
on the type class. Both teachers
feel, however, that practical use
of this knowledge is worth taking class timq for, since the
experience creates an incentive
for studying art in addition to
helping the college.
During the winter quarter,
a class in lettering and poster
making is conducted by Miss
Gernant, so many of the posters
will naturally come from this
group. However, in line with the
art department's theory of practical experience ,and their requirement that projects must fit
in with the phase of art being
studied, the projects are usually divided among all the
classes.
To Make Posters For Masquers
The lettering and poster making class is beginning work on
20 posters for the Masquer's
coming production of "The
Merchant of Venice." The class
is just finishing a period of
printing Old English lettering,
and will employ some of it
on the posters.
The winter season evokes
some of the most spectular displays of the year with Homecoming and the Beauty Revue
in the spotlight. The Beauty
Revue's
theme
this
year,
"Pearls of the Sea," is arousing
homesickness. By far the most
difficult obstacle to overcome
with the acquisition of bad study
habits in early high school.
This is one problem that can
be remedied.
Religious life is stronger at
home for most of the freshmen; however, only four of
them stated that their moral
life has been lowered since
entering GTC. More than just
a few think that it has been
strengthened here.
"Petting," by 99 per cent of
those questioned, is thought to
be more prevalent on the GTC
campus than in their high
school. The majority of these
are from rural schools.
Twenty-two students definitely write that they would not
attend GTC if they had their
choice again. Nine were undecided about this question at the
time of the survey.

STUDENTS - FACULTY
You're Always Welcome At
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THE FAIR STORE
Statesboro's Leading Ladies' Store

high interest among the artists
by the many imaginative ideas
it suggests.
Show cards and desjgns for
programs will be class projects,
while students designing floats
will be given individual advice,
when needed, on how to combine materials and colors, and
best carry out their themes.
Responsible for Alumni
Quarterly

The influence of the art
classes appears on many other
occasions. At various times, the
classes design program covers
fro banquets and for other
things, such as May Day,
Dames' Club activities. The
cover and the homecoming page
of the December issue of the
Alumni Quarterly were done by
Lilli Douberly and Nan Lee in
the creative-design class. In
each case, a contest was held
in which the whole class drew
designs, with the winners
selected by a faculty committee.
Cone
Hall
became
the
fortunate "adopted child" of
Miss Remley's ceramics class
last year. The class presented
the men's dorm with a set of
handmade ashtrays to go in the
lounge.
In that same class, Bob Byrd
came up with an impressive
little ceramic rooster. Done in
a bold, modern style, the
figurine now stands in President Henderson's'private office.
Advice Asked

Members of the art department are often called on for
advice on anything connected
with art. In line with this, students, along with their teachers, are • regularly asked to
judge art contests in grammar
and high schools.
Although no art major is
presently offered, the courses in
this department are among the
most popular taught. Students
find that they can go out of
these classes to find opportunities awaiting them in .every
field and activity. The department hopes to offer an art
major soon, with only the
imagination to limit its possibilities for the school and
community.
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be casual —
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You can't have too many pair
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G.T.C. Basketball Contest!
Win $10.00 Cash!
Pick The Winners !

Name

,
Pick all winners and receive $10.00 cash. If no one gets all the winners, the
person naming the most winners will receive $5.00 in cash from the George-Anne. In
case of ties among contestants, the prize is equally divided.

Address (Dormitory for Students)

1. In each ad on this page you will find two college teams scheduled to play
basketball. In some cases a team will be used more than once if they are playing several games during the week. Check the teams you think will win.
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lations Office, not
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postmarked before
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Webb and Oler

HYDE and SEEK

Both Score In

By LARRY HYDE

Tough Contest

George-Anne Sports Editor

Georgia Teachers College defeated Florida State
University'last Saturday night and it will be a long
time before a more exciting game will be played on the
local hardwood.
I have never seen two more balanced teams play,
although both played ragged at times. The expected
scoring dual between FSU's Jim Oler and our <^wn
Chester Webb was supposed to be the highlight of the
game, but the officials stole the show by never blowing
their whistle at the same time. Officials are human and
like the rest of us they make mistakes, but do they
have to make so many?
/
Near the end of the game, a foul was called on an
FSU player who undoubtedly thought the call was unfair and pushed the official. There is no doubt that the
FSU player is to blame and he had no right in pushing
the official, but the official had no right in pursuing the
player. The outcome might have been different if
Coach Clements had not stepped in and restrained the
official.
As I see it, an official is on the court to control the
game and enforce penalties when rules are broken.
When it gets to the point that an official goes after a
player that has lost his temper in the fury of a close
ball game and other players have to restrain the official, then I think that it is time to stop and ask ourselves this question: Is this the kind of officials that we
want to officiate our basketball games at GTC?
Nothing became of the incident, but stop and think
of what might have happened if the official had gotten
to the player. This is not good publicity for our school
and I hope that we will not have to condone any more of
this kind of officiating.

Webb made his first four
free throws before missing
to run his school record to 31
straight. His career point
total is now 2,056, making
him the 19th player in collegiate history to pass the
2,000 mark.

Webb was ably supported by
a, tremendous team effort led
by Garland Campbell with 19
points and amazing ability on
the boards. Wallen and Warren
played their usual defensive
game, set up countless plays,
and contributed 20 points between them to the total.
Georgia Teachers College
Campbell 19, Corry 8, Harley
8, Webb 41, Wallen 2, Warren
12, Ward 0, Clements 0.

Freshmen Lose
To Florida,
Stewart Teams

wasn't enough as the Army five

440

IM Basketball
to Start Monday

340

1220

93.8 edged out a 94-84 victory.

Scearce Believes GTC
Can Defeat Belmont

The intramural basketball
program will be executed in the
Can a team improve 26
same manner that the fall points in 11 days? That's the
quarter football program was assignment facing the Profesrun.
sors by tomorrow night when
Each class will have a repre- they face the powerful Belmont
sentative with some classes Abbey Crusaders.
On January 10, Belmont
having more than one team.
This will depend on the interest Abbey defeated GTC 92 to 67.
Since that stunning defeat the
shown by the participants.
Profs have whipped Florida
The games will be held two State (90-81)
and Florida
nights a week with two games Southern (104-58) to run their
being played each night. These season mark to nine wins and
will be played in the new four losses.
physical education building. The
Coach J. B. Scearce believes
games will be played two at a that GTC can win this time,
time on the cross courts in the despite the defeat his charges
buildings. After two games have suffered on January 10.-"They
been played two more will fol- shot better than 45 per cent
low!
that night, and we hit only 29
The games will begin at 6:15 per cent, our worse shooting
and the night's activity will average of the year," reminds
Scearce.
come to a close around 8:3.0.
"It wasn't an exceptionally
"Skeeter" Griffin is in charge
of securing the names of all good defense that whipped us,
who wish to play, and seeing either," adds Scearce, "because
that co-captains are appointed. we got 96 shots and they were
He will work with the class good ones, too. This is one time
I don't have to worry about
presidents.
This program is expected to getting a team up for a game.
start on Monday, January 22. They feel they're not as bad

Garland LaVerne Campbell, better known to the
students of GTC as "Humpy," is a transplanted Yankee
that has found a home in the South. He is one of the
mainstays of the "Profs" and for a short man, you
won't find a better rebounder.

Chester Webb and Jim Oler
fought to a 41-all standoff last
Saturday night in a pre-advertised scoring battle, but the
Professors managed to come out
on top of the FSU Seminoles, . Campbell was born July 29,
90-81.
1929 in the large metropolis of
In a game which found the Windfall, Indiana, (population,
score tied eight times, the 500) and like many average
Profs pulled away in the last kids of that fair city, he learned'
three minutes to gain their first to put a basketball through a
hoop before his mother would,
win over FSU in four years.
give him his milk.

Individual professor scoring records
sords for the season
including the FSU game as as follows^
The
freshmen
basketball
FT
TP AVG. team dropped two games this
Name
FG
397
30.5 week, losing to Jacksonville Jr.
147
Webb, Chester
123
16.0 College Tuesday night and to64
208
Campbell, Hump
72
Stewart
Wednesday
22
13.7 Camp
178
Warren, Bo
78
11.1 night.
33
133
Corry, Doug
50
33
111
8.5 In Tuesday night's 103-84
Wallen, Don
39
78
9.8 loss to the Florida five, Howard
6
Harley, Jim
36
52
12
4.0 Walls lead the Teacher attack
Clements, Emory
20
2.1 with 30 and Bucky Thomas fol21
7
Avery, Don
.'.
7
1.9 lowed him with 28.
9
17
-Ward, Buddy
4
2.2 At the March of Dimes Bene5
13
Spurlock, Ralph
4
12
2.0 fit game at Camp Stewart,
0
Belton, Bob
~6
0.4 Howard Walls again led the
2
0
Houston, Herb
1
2
1.0 Professors effort with 23 and
2
Cock, Walker
0
0
0.0 Walker Cook sank 20, but this
0
Walls, Howard
0
Totals

Humpy Campbell Is GTC Runs Wild
In Game With
eacher Mainstay Fla. Southern

as they looked up at Belmont
and they want to prove it to
our fans," says the veteran Professor coach.
Doug Corry, the 6-5 junior
forward from Union Point,
was held out of the Florida
Southern game, and is recovering slowly from a serious inflamation of the left heel
tendon. If he isn't able to start
against Belmont Abbey, Jim
Harley is set to take his place.
The Perry Speedboy scored 16
points against Florida Southern
and played his usual crowdpleasing brand of racehorse
ball.

*

Belmont Abbey features a big
front line and two hot-shooting
guards. eCnter Jim York (6-7),
forward Moe Theberge (6-4),.
and Luke Lenahan all do a good
job on the offensive board.
Guards Roger Marcil (5-10) and
Al Taglieri (5-11) are both excellent jump-shooters from well
out on the floor, so the Profs'
defense work is definitely cut
out for them.

GTC ran to an easy 104-58
victory over Florida Southern
College Monday night as 12
Profs saw action and 11 contributed to the final score.
The Professors managed to
snow under Florida Southern's
leading man, Frank DeSavino,
allowing him only 12 points.
Guard Spicuzza captured scoring honors for the losers with
16 points.
Webb bucketed 24 points
while Bo Warden had 18 and
Jim Harley scored 16 for the
Profs. The regulars played
only about half the game,
with reserves finishing out
the time.

"Humpy" received his high
school education at Windfall
High School for eleven years
and moved to Sheridan High
School in Sheridan, Indiana, for
his senior year.

Forward Doug Corry was
held out of the game because
of what Coach Scearce called
"inflamed leg tendons." However, Jim Harley ably filled his
position putting on quite a show
of ball stealing from the outwitted Moccasin players.

Leading Scorer

While at Windfall High, he
played three years on the
varsity basketball team and
was the team's leading scorer
his. junior year. His senior
year at Sheridan was cut
short due • to his late arrival
and he was only able to play
13 games but still managed to
score 256 points.
Upon graduation from high
school in 1950, Garland joined
the Air Force and took his
basic at Lackland Air Force
Base in Texas. From there, he
GARLAND CAMPBELL
was assigned to Keasler AFB
in Mississippi where he worked to get a good education, play
in the personnel office of the on an outstanding basketball
3399th student squadron.
team, and associate with the
friendliest students in the
"Humpy" played on the world, then GTC was the place
Keasler basketball team for for me." Well, I don't think
three years and was a stand- that he has gone wrong on any
out except in 1954 when injuries of those, because he met and
kept him on the sidelines most married a former GTC student,
of the time. In 1951-52, he was Joyce Mitchell.
captain and leading scorer on
the team that won 24 and lost
Garland plans to coach after
his graduation from college
9.
and' you can bet your bottom
Scotty and Humpy Led
dollar that his teams won't bo
In 1952.53, Campbell and outhustled. That is, if they<
Scotty Perkins, the present listen to their coach, who, durGTC freshman coach, teamed ing his college days, was really
up to give Keasler a one-two a • "hustler" whenever the
scoring punch that enabled Profs took the hardwood.
them to win 44 out of 55 games
played. That year Perkins was
the team's leading scorer and
"Humpy" was second.
That great day which all men
look forward to who are in
service came in October, 1952.
Just as soon as he picked up
that little piece of paper that
said he was a free man, LaVerne headed for the murmuring pines and the rest is history.
Asked why he came to Georgia Teachers College, "Humpy"
replied: "I was influenced by
a good many former GTC students that told me if I wanted

GTC: Campbell (12), Harlay (16), Webb (24), Wallen
(9), Warren (18), Clements
(6), Belton (2), Avery (7),
Ward (6), Spurlock (2), Cook
(2), Wall (0).

The Child's Five
Lose to SHS
Statesboro High School defeated Blackshear 41-40, in a
thrilling curtain raiser game
Saturday night, thus ending one
of the longest winning streaks
to be posted in recent years.
This was Blackshear's first
setback in 39 games.
Joe Hines got Statesboro's
winning goal with less than a
half minute left to play. The
lead had changed twice in the
last minute and Blackshear led
40-39 when Hines sank the
basket.
Joe Waters and Coley Cassidy led Statesboro with 14
points each. Hines followed with
13.

Yes, We Do Rent
Tuxedoes and Formal Wear

Frosh Fall To
Baby Jackets
GTC's Frosh team fell victims to the Georgia Tech freshmen basketball team Saturday
night by the small deficiency
of 64-62 on the Baby Jacket's
home court.<
The markin came from the
free throw line where Tech outscored GTC 22-10.
Walker Cook was high scorer
for the Professor. Frosh, hitting
the nets for 16 counters.

Vidalia Downs
Bulloch Team

l

Vidalia High downed Southeast Bulloch 55-51 in a closely
matched
struggle
Monday
night in a preliminary game before the Prof-Fla. Southern
contest.
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VET'S CORNER

New Machines
Are Added To
Business Dept
For a long- time the problem
of the business education division was a lack of merchandising practice in accounting, office management, and the general operation of business machines. To try to help the student obtain some background
experience, the business aducation division has organized a
machines course that is in the
form of a small corporation.
The class has named it the ABC
Corporation. This mock corporation has the following departments: a cashier's section, a
billing section, an accounts receivable sceticn. an accounts
payable section, a payroll sect;on. a credit manager. -M a
stenographic and secretarial
section.
Each student enrolled in the
course has a particular job to
do and at the end of a period
is issued a check by the payroll j
section.
Mi1. Homick hopes to be able
to incorporate in the business
department more of the actual
business practices by having the
students apply the business
theories in actual job practices.
Through this course f* is now
possible to excell in the field
of -secretarial science in the
business education division here
at GTC.
Futher assistance was given
the department by Georgia Tech
through their outright gift of
five posting machines.

Hurst is Elected
Pres. of WRA
Election of the officers of the
WRA for the coming year was
held at the last meeting on
January 17. The two officers
were Iris Hurst as President
and Shirley Anne Jones as secretary and treasurer.
The second intramural volleyball game was played after
Betty Lynn Cadle's team beat
Carolyn Davis' team 50-26 at
the last meeting. Next Tuesday
night another game of the intramural tournament is being
played, and the doors are open
to spectators.
Plans for homecoming were
also discussed during the meeting.

To History Class

Honors Won By

By BODIE BOATRIGHT

The veterans held their first
regular meeting of this quarter
Monday night at 10.30 in the
Cone Hall lounge.
A theme was voted upon and
adopted for the Homecoming
parade. Whit "Yogi" Reeves
heads a committee of seven
consisting of Britt Fayssoux, Al
Norman, Bob Faudree, Jim
Niblett, Lewis Strickland, and
Alton Dews that is in charge
of preparation of the veterans'
float in
the Homecoming
parade.
Plans were also completed
for the first big social event of
this quarter. This is to be an
oyster roast at Marsh's Pond
to be held around the first of
February. All the girls that participated in the Vet's Club
Sweetheart Contest will be invited to attend this function.
Special Meeting
A special meeting was called
for Monday night, January 23,
at 10:30 in the Cone Hall
lounge. President Fuqua urges
all vets to attend this very important meeting.
The Vet's Club basketball
team got off to a roaring start
this season in the Bulloch
County Mens 'Basketball
League when they defeated the
Statesboro National Guard last
, Wednesday night bya score of
61 to 55. The Vets led throughout the game except for a short
time jn the fourth quarter when
the "Guards" tied the score and
at one time had a five-point
lead. At this time Rachels and
Moore started hitting from all
over the court, and the Vets
went on to win by six points.
James Moore paced the vets

Rogers is Host

District Debate

with 15 points.
Your reporter was lucky
enough to get an exclusive
interview with Alton "Dountless" Dews, fearless captain of
a fighting team. The doughty
Dews solemnly gazed into his
crystal ball, inhaled a shot of
tomato juice (straight), crammed his battle-worn campaign
hat down over his eyes, and
predicted that at the end of the
season we will still have possession of the league trophy we
won last year.
Join the Team

Incidentally, our next game
will be against Portal at 8:30
p. m. on January 26th at the
Statesboro High School gym.
Any' vet that wants to play
can join the team with the assurance that he will get to play
inasmuch as the emphasis is on
sportsmanship and recreation
rather than on the win column.

Vidalia, Portal
Vidalia and Portal took first
district debating honors in their
respective classes in the annual
district contests held at Marvin Pittman School Monday.
The Vidalia Class B team
won over the team from Emanuel County Institute and Portal beat Bryan County High in
the class C division.
Vidalia and Portal teams will
compete in the statewide competition at Athens Jan. 27-28.
The same resoultion was debated by all four teams. It
was. Resolved that the federal
government should guarantee
through grants to colleges and
universities.

AMC Veep Was

That's all for this round.
Don't forget the special vets
meeting Monday night, JanuThe Music-Ed Club played
ary 23, at 10:30 p. m. in the
host
on January 16 to Dr. John
Cone Hall lounge. Pass the
Kendall, Vice-President of the
word around to all the Vets.
American Music Conference.
The highlight of his one-day
visit came Monday night when
Dr. Kendall addressed the club
in a talk about music in the
like of the community,
life of the community,
A meeting for the south- music teacher, city music supereastern section of the Ameri- visor, state superintendant of
can Camping Association will music, and at present vice-prebe held Saturday, January 28, sident of the Southwest Section
in Columbia, South Carolina.
of the Music Education National
Miss Catherine Hammett, Conference, he entertained the
member of the National Camp- audience with an informative,
ing Staff of the Girl Scouts, yet delightful witty charm, in
who was once president of the which he pointed out the advanAmerican Camping Associa- tages of music in the life of
tion, will present a lecture en- everyone from young children
titled "Trips in the Camp Pro- on up.
Dr. Kendall presented a plan
gram." In this talk, she will
discuss types of trips: hikes, for developing music apprecanoe, truck, riding, overnight, ciation in the schools and comand extended trips. There will munity, and showed a film to
be a question bov time dur- help emphasize hia points.
Earlier in the day, he spoke
ing the afternoon session.
This is a wonderful oppor- to the high school methods class
tunity for those who have been on the subject of The Growth
Music
in
the
Public
or those who would like to be of
camp counselors. Students or Schools."
Dr. Kendall is on a speaking
faculty members who are
interested, may contact Miss tour which will include colleges
Stanion or Mr. Pennington for and unrversities in Florida,
further details.
Georgia, and Alabama.

Guest of MEC

SSACA Plans

Meet January 28

50 million times a day
at home, at ivork or while at play

There's
nothing
like

A social gathering of Dr.
George Rogers history 309 class
was held at Dr. Rogers' home
last Tuesday night.
An informal program centered around the life and place
in European History of Beethoven was presented. A brief biographical sketch of the German
composer was given by Glen
Coston. After this a film entitled, "Beethoven and Music"
was shown.
The conclusion of the program was the playing of a record of his Fifth Symphony
with an analysis of the symphony.
Those
students attending
were Richard Cates, Glen Coston, Ed Dukes, Heyward Gnann,
Okie Hendricx, H. L. McCright,
James McQuaig, Glen Thomas,
and Paul Ward.
Bobby Coleman and Mrs. Betty Childs were unable to attend.
Dr. Rogers is hopeful that
other such gatherings, which
will be centered around 18th
and 19th century composers,
will be possible throughout the
quarter.

Hendersons in Program
President Zach S. Henderson,
with Mrs. Henderson and Ann,
appeared in a special program
on "Home" at the Home Demonstration Service annual achievement night in Sylvania
Tuesday night.

Special Meeting
Of Council Held

Campus Column
By STAR WOODARD

Last weekend was some
weekend, wasn't it? An exciting ball game, a fine dance,
and so many old- students visiting on campus.
Marilyn Coons and Lynford
Hadwin, ex-students from Savannah, visited their many
friends Saturday and Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. "Ace" Little of
Marietta came to GTC for the
game. They both looked fine.
It seems marriage agrees with
them.
Curt Walker and Cliff O'Neal
visited in Hazelhurst and
Baxley Friday afternoon.
Two Professors had their
wives down for that game.
oJyce Mitchell Campbell and
Mar/ Alice Jones
Harley
visited
their
husbands,
"Humpy" and Jim.

Speaking of the ball game,
wow! That was really what I
call a game that could give
a person ulcers. It was nip 'n
tuck up until the last few
minutes, when the men in blue
and white started stripping the
basket. Our varsity team won
Saturday, but it seems that the
"Baby" Professors did not have
the same luck. The Georgia
Tech freshmen beat them by
only two points. We're sorry
boys, best of luck in your next
game. Ann Johnson was given
a surprise birthday party by her
friends last week. Hey, Annie,
did you lose something Friday
night?
Terry Smith of the University
of Georgia visited Shirley Akins
again this weekend. This is
getting to be a habit, but a
fine habit, isn't it, Shirley?

A special meeting of the GTC
Carol Smith, who is teach
students council was called at
6:15 p.m. Monday, January 16, ing in Hinesville, visited that
to discuss the fight song for long, tall man that has been
GTC. Larry Hyde has submitted racking up points for GTC.
a song and was present to I believe he goes by the name
discuss it with the council. Hyde of Chester Webb.
Tissy Jordan accompanied
told the council, "I felt that a
fine institution like ours needed Beverly O'Connor back to Saa fight song so I wrote to the vannah after the game SaturUniversity of Southern Califor- day night.
Carolyn Cochran, who was a
nia for music. When I received
the music, all that was needed
was to change a few words and
add a few and that's all there
was to it. I hope the student
body likes it and will really sing
for GTC to 'fight on'."
Sun., Mon., Jan. 22-23

student here last year and is
now working in Atlanta, visited
Barbara Williamson, Patsy Colvin, Barbara Prysock, and Barbara Burkhalter. *
Phil Norton, who is responsible for the diamond on
the third finger-, left hand of
Cathy Holt, was her visitor this
weekend. Phil was the president of our Student Council
last year and is now teaching
in Savannah. Another teacher
from Savannah was also on
campus and that was Fayrene
Sturgis who visited her many
friends.
Shirley Brown was honored
on .her birthday by a surprise
spaghetti supper at the home
of her roommate, Barbara
Hodges. Many of Shirley's
friends attended and a fine
time was had as well as a few
pounds added.
The stars are really shining
in Vila Browne's eyes this week
as a result of her weekend
yisitor, Bobby Paulk, from the
University of Georgia.
Now that the cast of this
quarter's aMsquers production has been announced, I
know that the hard work will
soon begin in order to present to us a superb play.
Best of luck to you, Miss
Few, and to your cast.

Ruth Sutton Odum, Sandra
Tindol, and Joyce Kirkland had
visitors from their hometowns
for the weekend.
Pat Harkleroad, Ruth Bennett, and Avonel Morris had as
their guests this weekend a
number .of their friends from
South Georgia College. I believe one of the guests was
that "special one," wasn't he
Avonel ?
Joy Hatcher, who is practice
teaching in Savannah spent
four days on campus.
Well, that's about it for this
week. See you at the ball game
where we take our revenge on
Belmont Abbey, right, team?

GEORGIA

DRIVE-IN
Sun., Mon., Jan. 22-23

CARROLL AT CONFAB
Dean Paul F. Carroll attended
the ninth annual Teacher- Education Conference in Athene
Wednesday, Thursday, and today.
In the final session today he
was chairman of a panel discussion on "Applying Principles of Co-operative Study."

STATE
Mon., Tues., Jan. 23-24

COPE P^HI COM by TECHNICOLOR
Dianne

Brian

May

Warner

Screen Play by HARRY KLEINER
Baaed upon a novel by Donald Hamilton

lit. CARL BE'ITON REID • NATALIE WOOD
A Universal-International Picture
,

►reduced by LEWIsT RACHMll • Directed by RUDOLPH MATS

Tues., Wed., Jan. 24-25 "LADY GODIVA"

Maureen O'Hara
' George Nader
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Color by
TECHNICOLOR
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Tuesday, Jan. 24

JAMES STEWART,

i NORTHS. D!
Wed., Thurs., Jan. 25-26 —

^A Paramount
Picture

THE CURL
Released thru United Artists

. RUSH:

Wed., Thurs., Jan. 25-26

1. You feel its
LIVELINESS.
2. You taste its
BRIGHT GOODNESS.
3. You experience
PERFECT REFRESHMENT.

-Plus—
Pulse-pounding suspense! Breathless thrills!
Reckless romance! An amazing adventure! \
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